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Abstract
This document represents the efforts that were put into the development and implementation
of the PRECIOUS client application and the PRECIOUS server. Its main objectives are to
describe the technical details that were used during the implementation phase, as well as
depicting the overall functionality of the system and the communication between client and
server. It also gives insight into the effort that was put into making this environment secure,
private and transparent for users. We provide detailed analysis of the sandboxmodel that is
used to execute thirdparty apps, as well as the ruleengine system that is logically separate
from the client and serves as a tool for healthprofessionals to interact with the system
without the need for a technical background. The report concludes with items that yet have
to be implemented, along with a perspective on how our implementation efforts will be
translated into user testing.
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List of Acronyms
Abbreviation

Meaning

AES

Advanced Encryption Standard

API

Advanced programming interface

base64

Type of coding of data

CBC

Cipher Block Chaining

CTC

Conquer the City

GL

Graphics Library

GPS

Global positioning system

HCI

Human Computer Interaction

HTML5

Hypertext Markup Language Version 5

HTTP

Hypertext transfer protocol

IT

Information Technology

IV

Initialization Vector

JS

Javascript

JSON

Javascript Object notation

MD5

MessageDigest Algorithm 5

mHealth

mobile Health

OCSP

Online Certificate Status Protocol

OSM

OpenStreetMaps Data

REST

Representational state transfer

SPDY

Speedy, an opensource networking protocol

SQL

Structured Query Language

SSL

Secure Sockets Layer

TCP

Transmission Control protocol

UTF8

Universal coded character set in 8bit transformation format

UUID

Universally unique identifier

VIM

Virtual Individual Model
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WebGL

Web graphics Library
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Executive Summary
The implementation of the PRECIOUS system consists of two main components: 1) a client
application which can be run on iOS and Android and 2) a server application which is used
to communicate with the client.
The client implements a HTML5 and Javascriptbased sandbox in which apps can be run
that were not coded by PRECIOUS project partners. The PRECIOUS partners have realised
the potential of including external developers into the project in terms of creativity, and have
thus implemented an environment in which this important stakeholder type can easily
operate. A PRECIOUS library facilitates access to native and serverbased functionality,
making it easy for developers to create apps for the PRECIOUS platform in a rapid way.
The server on the other hand is based on NodeJS and mostly nonrelational databases. It
persistently stores, analyses and processes information sent by clients. A ruleengine is run
on this backend, where rules can be triggered upon certain events and create certain actions
to be performed, e.g. on the user’s client device, if conditions are fulfilled. This engine was
designed with flexibility in mind, making it potentially easy for healthprofessionals to create
rules through our selfdesigned userinterface.
Currently, integration efforts between iOS and Android are being made to ensure
consistency among platforms on the one hand, while on the other hand we work on
continuously improving the existing codebase and implementing missing features which are
crucial for usertests.
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1. Introduction
a. Motivation & Problem
Overweight, obesity and lack of physical activity are considered one of the major public
health concerns of the 21st century. Recent studies indicate that by 2030, up to 58% of the
world’s adult population could be subject to chronic diseases such as diabetes or
cardiovascular diseases [1] due to poor diet or insufficient physical activity [2]. This
development has encouraged developers and health professionals all over the world to
create new forms of healthcare delivery and preventive care systems. Given ever increasing
smartphone penetration rates, mobile health (mHealth) has been chosen by a large number
of people to target these issues. Currently, there are around 160.000 mHealth apps available
on multiple platforms [3]. Even accounting for uniqueness among different vendors, around
103.000 [3] apps remain in this startup driven market within the categories labelled as
“Health & Fitness” and “Medical”. mHealth apps have been downloaded over three billion
times during 2015, which represents an increase of 35% over 2014. Predominant within the
medical area are mHealth apps which target common diseases, such as obesity (29%),
diabetes (20%) and cancer (19%), whereas fitnessrelated apps mainly focus on foodintake
and physical activity [3]. Furthermore, this trend has given rise to new motivational
approaches that aim at increasing an individual’s engagement and compliance with the
respective app. One of these approaches is gamification, aiming at providing elements such
as play, fun, reward, challenge, social context and visually appealing aesthetics. Particularly
in the area of electronic health (eHealth), these elements have been found to successfully
transform obstacles that may hinder behavioral change into engaging and fun experiences
[28]. Nevertheless, applications in the health domain targeting behavior change are often
developed without or little involvement of health professionals [4] and thus subsequently
have been found to be only weakly backed by scientific evidence or validation [5, 6]. Such
pitfalls may be caused by time or economic pressures [7] and may raise concerns that users
with low health literacy use these applications adequately and whether the health
consequences would match professional recommendations [6]. Additional issues regarding
mHealth applications are privacy policies and security. According to a recent study of the
600 most commonly used healthrelated applications, only about 30% implement privacy
policies, which are often semitransparent or irrelevant to users, or lack a clear, informal and
understandable language [8]. Currently however, most gamified applications individually
collect, process and analyze health data and thus try to motivate users in form of island
solutions, where users have to trust individual developers. The high fragmentation of these
applications, each dealing with a single and isolated aspect or problem, leads to the
conclusion that users need a number of apps in order to achieve the often desired lifestyle
change [9]. Gamification metrics among these apps are often not comparable and designed
incoherently due to the high competition among developers in this field. Consequently, it is
imperative to create a holistic framework in which both serious game and gamification
developers as well as health professionals can operate independently for the benefit and
motivation of the user.
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The large number of apps also creates a decision problem for users and may lead to
visibility problem for developers (the most fitting app may not be findable for the user). Due
to unclear characteristics apps are hard to be compared a priori, but require subjective
experience to judge on the suitability for oneself. However, due to the large number of apps
not every app can be tested, which can lead to situations where users end up with their
second best available choice or even worse.
Another problem results from the “island character” of apps: one useful app may focus on
physical activity (e.g. an exercising app) while another one provides food intake or sleep
control assistance. Looking at health in a holistic way, the separation of data and general
app infrastructure creates a series of problems. General health goals may be targeted by
multiple apps that do not collaborate. Hence, the required data that is produced by one app
may not be accessible to another app, e.g. an app may suggest to do a workout now,
although the user has just completed a run that was tracked with another app. But not only
for apps coordination issues arise, which can lower the end user’s app acceptance and
sustainable usage, but also users may suffer from this data and function dispersion. Without
a clear idea what kind of health activity the user is looking for, the barrier might be high to
search through a series of apps individually. Furthermore, the separation of islands of health
data and function creates trust issues. The user has to trust the app developer of every
installed app to handle the recorded data carefully and to protect it with stateoftheart
security techniques. This addresses pertinent questions, such as,“what happens if an app is
not patched anymore?” or “Does the user need to keep track on successful and not so
successful businesses?).
The 
absence of collaboration
among apps generally creates s
hortfalls on several axes
:
● Usability and user interaction
: Why do I get this suggestion now? It does not fit my
situation!
● Health:
For example stress, food intake and sleep are often highly interrelated
perspectives on human health – ”solving” one symptom may not sufficiently support
users in the long run
● Motivation
: Unclear support, conflicting approaches, demotivating apps that may
only be eliminated in a trial and error fashion
● Data Quality & Efficiency
: The data quality could be higher if there exists a more
structured health data model across apps (effectivity advantage) and redundant
infrastructure such as common libraries or sensor data access wrappers are shared
(efficiency gains)
● Security & Privacy
: No standardized certification, several possibilities for
compromisation of user data
Furthemore, today’s mHealth apps often suffer from:
● An unclear integration of domain knowledge (e.g. medical personnel, food intake or
motivational experts), which can lead to inefficient, ineffective, nonpersonal or even
counterproductive efforts to support the user behavioral change towards healthier
lifestyles
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●

●
●

The absence of common mHealth standards may lead to “false flag” operations: an
mHealth app may at the end of the day be just a game and may not have the
capability to support the user to employ a healthier lifestyle
The difficulty to realise gamified apps without prior knowledge or technical support of
underlying platforms
The absence of motivational coherence and educational material to support the app
developers who are often no experts in the design of motivational techniques to
create effective applications
b. Objectives

The primary objective of this report is to introduce the reader into both technical background
and implementation details of the PRECIOUS system that aim at solving the issues as
depicted in the last Section. This includes utilised technologies, frameworks, approaches
and libraries that are being used to develop PRECIOUS. It further stretches to the
presentation of the current state of the implementation.
As in the focus of the project, this report will concentrate on integrative technological
realisations that facilitate collaborative mHealth approaches while also providing easily
usable assisting technologies to integrate the expertise of domain experts.
In response to the shortfalls in the stateoftheart, the PRECIOUS implementation reported
in this document will support
● holistic health solutions across apps and app developers
● collaborative mHealth efforts to support the user
● the user to make good choices
● the user to avoid low quality or nonfitting apps
● the personalisation of health goals
● the personalised support to achieve health goals (with respect to required
motivational techniques, user preferences and capabilities, etc.)
● the developer creating effective gamified apps
● the developer to create more efficient apps
● the developer to reduce the development time due to provided mHealth infrastructure
(data access, security hardening, etc.)
c. Platform Choice
Currently, mHealth apps are being developed for iOS and Android. This decision is
motivated by the mHealth’s app centricity around these platforms where both (paying) users
and the respective app offers seem to meet. According to a large study presented in the
research2guidance report [3] 82% (72%) of developers think that Android (iOS) offer the
best market chances over the next years.
Due to the interest of PRECIOUS to facilitate exploitation after the completion of the trial,
mainstream mHealth platforms are especially appealing in order to have access to a large
customer base and convince app developers to transition to our market space.
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Figure 1  Development of iOS and Android in the mHealth market [3]
Another decision was made with the focus on HTML5 apps within the respective iOS and
Android sandboxes. This decision was primarily based on its dominance in today’s web
scene, where it has stepbystep replaced the de factostandard Flash for multimedia
contents and has started to enrich classical websites. According to Developer Economics1,
HTML5 is a notable means for creating crossplatform apps that are supported almost
anywhere. Contrary to other crossplatform approaches, such as Qt2, only limited
programming skills are required for creating fundamental HTML5 apps. More sophisticated
applications of course always needs a more careful and thoughtful development, which
increases the effort and complexity on any platform.
d. Structure
The remainder of this report is structured in the following topdown approach: Section 2 will
give an overview of the development status of the PRECIOUS system. This overview will be
followed by more detailed technical analyses in Section 3 on server and in Section 4 on
mobile client matters. Section 5 will focus on the realisation of apps using the mobile clients
by PRECIOUS by illustrating noteworthy examples derived from the motivational framework
described in WP3 reports. This deliverable closes with conclusions and an outlook on future
work towards prototype 2 and the integration of the PRECIOUS development in WP4 with
the user trials testing efforts in WP5.
2. Overview
a. PRECIOUS System

1
2

http://www.developereconomics.com/crossplatformappsqtvshtml5/
http://www.qt.io/developers/
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This section gives a brief overview over the key features that were implemented within
PRECIOUS.
One of the first important characteristics of the PRECIOUS system is the sandbox model. In
the context of PRECIOUS, the sandbox represents an isolated runtimeenvironment on the
user’s mobile device in which external or thirdparty developers can execute their own apps
in a controlled and secure way. Over the course of the project we have developed a modular
plugin system which enables these apps to use all the native functionality of the user’s
smartphone, such as, accessing native sensor data (Accelerometer, Gyroscope,
Magnetometer, GPS, etc.), contacts, photos, videos, and other functionality  if permitted by
the user. Additionally, we provide simple functionality for developers to store their data on
trusted servers. All healthrelated information of the user, such as accurate heartrate or
respiration data, is bridged to these apps as well, so apps can access this information
independent of which device or healthgadget the client is using. The sandbox has two main
functions in this respect: make all this information easily accessible and most importantly,
block all communication that is not targeting trusted servers. In this way, even though
developers can access all possible (health) information of the user, it can never be
transmitted to servers other than within the PRECIOUS domain, and thus not be used for
advertisement or malicious purpose (as seen in Figure 2).

Figure 2  Sandbox overview
The mHealth environment is complex as it involves the domain knowledge of several
domains: IT domains such as security or usability of mobile apps, psychology (e.g.
motivational techniques), physical exercising, food intake, sleep assessment, etc. For app
developers this is a mountain to climb where the reward for creating an app may
substantially be delayed due to the high effort to get things running in the first place. While
the PRECIOUS system on the one hand provides many assistance techniques to support
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gamified and secure applications through its sandboxdesign (see dedicated section), it also
supports the straightforward integration of domain knowledge outside the IT field through a
rule system.
Rules are conditional statements that trigger some actions (see Figure 3 below). For the
execution of a rule a consistent data analysis is necessary in order to understand whether
the conditions to fire a rule are sufficiently met. For example, a rule might monitor the
inactivity of users and might trigger some notifications in the PRECIOUS system or more
directly call a specific app that helps to bring the user back on their track towards their health
goals. The PRECIOUS system need not only be able to let nonITexperts specify such rules
based on available data items (e.g. attributes in the VIM database and threshold values for
these), but also to execute to them, which requires a direct integration with the entire system
and individual apps. The system needs to be informed about relevant data changes (“send
update”) and is able to search rules to be matched against data changes.

Figure 3  Rule System Interaction
There are multiple reasons why within PRECIOUS we have opted for the sandbox and
rulebased processing model, which are explained below:
●

Privacy & Security

Most healthrelated apps nowadays store, process and transmit sensor information
independently. This circumstance on the other hand opens possibilities for misuse of
potentially usersensitive information. However, developers need access to this type of
information in order to be able to tailor their services and to be capable of offering targeted
healthinterventions. With the chosen sandbox model, the user’s information can never be
compromised as it cannot leave the PRECIOUS environment.
The sandbox approach of the project leads to the following beneficial security and privacy
improvements for end users:
● Forced encryption: In common app market models, the encryption and security
strategy needs to be evaluated on a perapp level. While some apps may have good
security strategies, others may fall short. Due to the complexity of individually
securing every app, the pressure is currently entirely shifted to app developers.
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●

●

These challenges compromise the efforts to protect the user’s data, which can also
lower the feeling of security for the entire platform (including apps with high security
standards). Referring to the economic lemon market problem [10], as previously
discussed within PRECIOUS reports, the probability of insecure handling of data may
lower the service value for end users and, hence, negatively affects usage statistics
and lowers the value of the entire market. The project, hence, focuses on forced
encryption strategies, which guarantees a base security level satisfying today’s gold
standards in app communications
Restricted and controlled communications: Communications with cloud resources is
very important in modern app environments. App developers may load resources
from their servers in order to augment the collected data on the device or may send
data to powerful machines in order to offload the computational effort. This model
functions well for generic apps, but compromises the privacy of end users beyond an
acceptable level in mHealth markets. While retaining some positive aspects of
cloudconnect apps, the PRECIOUS system controls the entire app communications.
Currently, the following configuration is applied:
○ To/From PRECIOUS Servers: No restriction currently applies
○ To External Servers: The communications to external servers is forbidden. No
critical data can leave the PRECIOUS ecosystem. The system can enable
particular usage scenarios to knowingly acceptable servers such as
geographical map resources providers.
○ From External Servers: Resources can be loaded from external servers, e.g.
JavaScript. Such communications is filtered and restricted to acceptable data
exchanges in order to avoid securitybreaches.
○ Interapp: See dedicated discussion below.
Rapid prototyping, easy access & platform independency

Developers spend significant time optimizing their apps for multiple platforms, such as iOS
or Android. The vendors of these operating systems each have individual sensor types and
APIs which often makes it difficult to make coherent apps that utilise the all potential
functionality. With the PRECIOUS sandbox model, all functionality is simply bridged to the
sandbox, and is accessible in a standardized and easy way. This on the other hand makes it
easy for developers to write apps which look and feel the same on different devices.
Furthermore, using our APIs it is quite easy for developers to rapidly create a prototype for
testing without having to take care of devices’ differences.
●

Access to knowledge of healthprofessionals

Health apps require a number of different stakeholders to work together in order to be able
to achieve both compliance and efficacy in delivering interventions. Health professionals on
the one hand usually have no background in app development, while the background of the
majority of companies creating apps in this domain is IT [3,4]. Hence, hiring health
professionals to give advice is often a major cost burden for young companies or startups.
Within PRECIOUS, this information is stored in the form of rules, which both user and
developers can access and modify. Depending on which data is available on the user, a
15

dedicated rule engine gives recommendations on the optimal way to improve the user’s
health. In addition, PRECIOUS can learn over time which interventions have had the most
positive impact on the user and adjust its parameters.
●

Visibility & usertargeting

The large number of apps available of mobile app markets make it almost impossible for
developers to create visibility for their ideas and brands. However, there is currently no
personalization available on shown app lists, i.e. different users get the same results while
searching for specific search terms. Studies have shown that this is quite inefficient: most
users tend to opt for the “Take the First” heuristic [11] when choosing an app for their
purpose. The only metrics available are number of downloads and ratings based on users
that share no common ground with the actual individual. As within PRECIOUS all
developers’ content is executed within a sandbox, the PRECIOUS system can analyse
efficacy of implemented ideas and thus recommend apps to users with common health
characteristics. New apps could be immediately pushed to a subset of users for testing
acceptance rates, which on the other hand greatly improves visibility of apps. Additionally,
PRECIOUS only shows apps to the users which are relevant to their problem setting, hence
avoiding negative reviews of apps which were downloaded for other purposes than the
intended one.
●

Multiple AppProblem & Interapp communication

Improving health often requires a number of different strategies, or multiple, selected
aspects from physical activity, diet or stress. However, current apps focus mostly on a single
aspect of the user’s goals. Physical activity apps for instance focus on tracking either
running activities or workouts, while dietaryrelated apps place emphasis on tracking of
foodintake, or making dietary recommendations. This leads to a major problem: the user
needs to install multiple apps for the same overall goal. On the other hand, all these apps do
not share their information with each other, i.e. losing important information. A dietary app for
instance could make more tailored suggestions based on the information provided by an app
tracking physical activity and the other way around. In addition, having installed multiple
apps quickly becomes unhandy on a device, and users can potentially confuse progress
between applications. In PRECIOUS, all apps track their progress against a global goal set
by the user. All information deducted from one app, can be made available for other apps.
PRECIOUS both enables and encourages developers to create common strategies to
improve the user’s health rather than working individually.
●

App Fluctuation

One of the key challenges in successfully delivering health interventions is to induce
longterm behaviour change. PRECIOUS supports the longterm success on two axes:
Temporal effects: The central storage and motivational framework implementation enables
a seamless transition from one app to another one. In analogy to the family cycle models
used in marketing, we assume that users will due to changing needs transition from one app
16

to another, which provides functionalities required for the current phase. Unsustainable
models do not support users with such a transition, as they lockin users to a single kind of
apps or apps only provided by a small circle of developers.
Usercentric adaptation: While most apps succeed in capturing the user’s attention during
the first interactions, they often fail to provide new content over time, which thus leads to a
high fluctuation of apps on users’ devices. Within PRECIOUS, apps can be dynamically
suggested to users depending on their current environment or context. Apps that the user
doesn’t tend to use automatically get assigned lower priority, and can entirely disappear if
the user doesn’t activate or open them on a regular basis. Furthermore, due to the sandbox
implementation of PRECIOUS we can deliver small previews of the respective apps in order
to create teasers intended to show the user their current progress within the app.
●

Gamification & Metrics

The dynamicity of the app usage is further supported by the holistic metric system that
abstracts on top of individual applications. As a result, users can easily switch between apps
of any kind or even to completely different apps without digitally compromising their digital
health progress. This stands in clear contrast to today’s app models where users and their
data are lockedin to a single app or small ecosystem, which typically focuses on single
health activity type (e.g. workouts) and/or on apps of a single developer.
●

Ecosystem & Incentives

Plurality
: The sandbox was designed in a way to support the creation of individual but
coherently integrated apps. With this approach PRECIOUS creates an ecosystem that minds
the business needs of app developers in order to include their creativity and very specific
approaches in a coherent general view. Contrary to classical app stores, PRECIOUS is able
to foster the usercentricity through providing a central motivational framework (including an
appindependent rewarding scheme) and a common storage of user and activity data.
Further the central integration allows for the application of controlled security policies, which
foster the creation of trust across pluralistic apps and heterogeneous app developers.
Quality Incentives
: By design only apps are automatically triggered that seem to be helpful
for the specific user. Helpful refers to degree of assisting the user to achieve his/her health
goals, which is entirely backed on data analysis, which is independent of app developers
influence. Hence, attention seeking approaches (e.g. catchy titles and logos) are of minor
importance than in usual app marketplaces. For the currently reported prototype in Stage 1,
this mechanism is still in a rudimentary phase, but it will receive more attention in later
development phases.
Marketplace
: The current implementation does not yet contain a marketplace
implementation, but was built with the later creation of common marketplaces in mind. The
marketplace itself, due to its conventional technical background, was not in the research
focus of PRECIOUS so far, but will be of importance for the diffusion of the idea in the
exploitation phase.
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●

App Updates

In contrast to current solutions where apps have to be updated on operating system level,
app updates in the sandboxmodel can be provided on the fly, i.e. live from PRECIOUS
servers. Furthermore, we can check for differences among versions and only push changes
to the users, instead of the full app, i.e. saving bandwidth and storage space.
●

App Stream

The central view in the PRECIOUS system is the “App Stream”, which is a sort of dashboard
view for the user to inspect most relevant information around his/her installed apps or
relevant related apps. The App Stream integrates the functionality of an application launcher
with notification capabilities, and further enables Human Computer Interaction (HCI)based
optimisations for specific users, e.g. the most relevant content is presented at the position
where it obtains the most attention (currently this is the top of the list; the icon size can be
adjusted to the importance). The dashboard provides the functionality to open apps and to
quickly interact with apps without directly opening them. Thus in contrast to current solutions,
we not only present app logos, but rather live previews of specific apps.
●

App Switching

The app switching, a “multitask” functionality, is accessible from the App Stream. All
PRECIOUS apps can run in the background even when the respective screen is not yet
opened. This is required in the mHealth context in order to allow the continous tracking of
data from various kinds of sensors.
When opening several apps from the App Stream, the App Switcher can be called in order to
preview open applications (live view) or to actually switch from the current view to the view of
another open app.
●

File Size & Libraries

Highquality libraries for commonly required functionalities such as jQuery are often
redundantly included in apps. Our system outofthebox includes most popular JS libraries
in order to decrease the file size of the entire application and in order to centrally integrated
required patches of libraries, e.g. in order to fix bugs or to correct security breaches.
b. Clientside application
The clientside application connects clientside HTML5 apps (and partly native apps) with
the serverside infrastructure of PRECIOUS. It further creates a single point of trust and a
central access to their personal data for end users, while for app developers it provides a set
of common functionalities to ease the development of their user datacentric apps.
Provided functionalities for end users:
18

●
●
●
●
●

One entry point for all healthrelated activities
Overview of health status across health categories
Security protection of external attacks
Privacy protection from unknown or even untrusted app developers
Adaptation to own needs and own goals: Useful apps are prioritised over all other
installed apps

Provided functionalities for app developers:
● Access to the user’s centrally stored health data (server application)
● Access to sensors and sensor data (smartphone, sensor or server data)
● Access to common JavaScript libraries
● Access to social media platforms
● Security shielding from external threats
● Access to libraries assisting the development of gamified apps
c. Server application
The server application is the counterpart to the clientside application and stores and
processes data it receives from the users. It contains the rule system, gives developers the
possibility to create their own databases, and provides a number of services, such as
accessing map information.
d. Technologies & Devices
A lot of different technologies, frameworks and operating systems were used to implement
PRECIOUS up to this point. With regards to the mobile app, PRECIOUS is currently
implemented for both iOS and Android. This has multiple reasons: first, these are, as already
mentioned within Section 1.d, the most common platforms among users worldwide and
hence represent a majority of potentially reachable users. Second, the project partners’
expertise lies within these domains and hence they are a natural choice with regards to
development speed. On iOS, Swift was chosen as the main coding language, while we
utilize Java on Android. Both apps make use of some C/C++ code additionally due to the
availability of libraries in these languages, which were then integrated into the chosen
languages. We have chosen SQLite as the preferred storage solution on the client’s mobile
device due to its interoperability and the fact that it is actively maintained as well as easily
accessible through existing libraries. For the backend, i.e. the server running in the
background in order to persistently and securely store and process user data, NodeJS3 was
chosen, a javascriptbased runtime with a large number of available libraries and plugins. In
terms of storage solutions, we used nonrelational databases due their flexibility in terms of
data structure. In particular, we used MongoDB4 for storing userspecific data, Redis5 for
coordinating the processing of rules, and PostgreSQL6 for storing map data. Other important
used libraries are mentioned in the following table.
3
4
5
6

https://nodejs.org/en/
https://www.mongodb.org/
http://redis.io/
http://www.postgresql.org/
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Mobile App
Library

iOS

Server

Android

Description

Alamofire7

X

A popular networking library which was used for
HTTPS communication with the PRECIOUS
backend

Locksmith 8

X

A library in order to work with secure keychains
on iOS to store user credentials

Mapbox GL9

X

Spring 10

X

X

A javascriptbased library capable of rendering
mapdata with HTML5 and javascript on the
device’s GPI
A Swiftbased library for iOS to simplify
animations

Nginx11

X

A webserver software that is used within
PRECIOUS to deploy a reverse proxy
forwarding requests to different applications

ExpressJS12

X

A web framework for NodeJS used in
PRECIOUS to create RESTful APIs

Mapnik13

X

A geospatial visualization library utilized to
render map data from PostgreSQL

Mongoose14

X

An object modelling tool for NodeJS in order to
access and modify objects within MongoDB

Kue15

X

A Redisbased priority job queue where rule
execution is coordinated within PRECIOUS

OpenstreetMaps16

X

Opensource map data

OpenCV17

X

X

OpenCV is an opensource library used for
image processing. Within PRECIOUS, we make
use for instance of contour or edge detection in
case of foodimage analysis

Fontawesome18

X

X

An icon fontset library
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https://github.com/Alamofire/Alamofire
https://github.com/matthewpalmer/Locksmith
9
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11
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http://expressjs.com/
13
http://mapnik.org/
14
http://mongoosejs.com/
15
https://github.com/Automattic/kue
16
https://www.openstreetmap.org
17
http://opencv.org/
18
https://fortawesome.github.io/FontAwesome/
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3. Server
a. System Model
The server or backend of PRECIOUS consists of a number of HTTPbased services which
are hosted on the project partners’ premises and represent the main point of communication
with all devices having the PRECIOUS app installed. The system serves multiple purposes:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Consistently, persistently and security store data (i.e. sensor data, appusage
statistics, etc.)
Making available APIs for accessing systemwide functionality (i.e. map data for
geolocation based apps)
Making available APIs for storage of appspecific data (i.e. each app can store its
own information)
Gathering and processing rules (i.e. rules specified by health professionals
depending on sensor information such as heartrate data)
Enable communication with services on servers not within the PRECIOUS domain
and offer the respective results to potential clients (e.g.processed Firstbeat data)
Reach mobile clients through Pushnotifications on the mobile client or other
activators in the user's home (i.e. blink an LED or show a notification on the user’s
TV)

In the following Sections, we will guide the reader through the technical implementation
details in order to highlight the achievement of the abovementioned goals. First, Figure 4
gives an overview of the structure of the offered services.

Figure 4  Request Routing on the PRECIOUS Server
While the typical flow of information starts with the client application, we want to emphasize
that communication can also be initiated from the server in different forms, most commonly
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pushnotifications.
The
services
https://precious.entertain.univie.ac.at/.

●

are

currently

reachable

on

Nginx Reverse Proxy

This is the first entry point for all incoming communication with users’ clients. In the case of
PRECIOUS, Nginx is set up as a reverse proxy to forward requests to different services
running on different ports on the same machine. This is useful as only two ports need to be
open on the backend, namely 80 (HTTP) and 443 (HTTPS), rather than opening ports for
each of the services. Thus, instead of ports, different routes are being used as identifiers for
services. For instance, while default routes (“/”) are being forwarded to the rule processing
engine running on port 8090, the “/maps” route is forwarded to the mapdata service running
on port 9001. Furthermore, we have implemented multiple security features within Nginx,
most importantly SSL. All nonHTTPS requests are automatically forwarded to port 443, i.e.
all incoming communication needs to be SSLencrypted. We currently have a valid 4096 bit
RSA secure SSLcertificate signed by DigiCert19. We use SPDY  the successor of HTTP/1.1
 as basis TCP protocol and support TLS 1.2, 1.1 and 1.0 for backwards compatibility.
Furthermore, for security reasons the maximum HTTP request body size is limited to 50mb
in order to prevent DDoS attacks caused by large HTTP requests. In addition, with regards
to SSL encryption we support EC (Elliptic Curve), DHE (DiffieHellman), RSA
(RivestShamirAdleman), GCM (Galois/Counter Mode), AES (Advanced Encryption
Standard) and CBC (Cipher Block Chaining Mode) ciphers, preferring GCM and EC for
performance reasons. All requests conform to HSTS (HTTP Strict Transport Security)
headers in order to prevent maninthemiddle attacks, as well as HPKP (Public Key Pinning)
and OCSP Stapling (Online Certificate Status Protocol) to check upon validity of the
certificate. This configuration has achieved an A+ rating on the SSL Server Test of SSL Labs
20
, a popular tool to validate SSL configurations.
Generally speaking, having the SSL configuration set up within the first instance, separate of
all other services, has the main advantage that communication between this instance and
the services themselves on the local host does not need to be encrypted, which facilitates
both setup and implementation of them. However, before requests are forwarded to their
final services, they are tunneled through a number of middleware applications responsible
for additional security measures.
●

Middleware

The middleware on the PRECIOUS servers is responsible for implementing authentication
and en/decryption of requests as specified in Section 3.d. Currently, there are three different
middleware handlers chained depending on the respective service.

19
20

https://www.digicert.com/
https://www.ssllabs.com/
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Middleware

Description

Authentication Handler

This handler protects routes which are userspecific, i.e.
should only be accessible by the respective user. This is
done by checking upon user credentials, i.e. userid and
(hashed) password within the HTTP headers.

API Handler

Upon userregistration, users get assigned a unique
APIkey in order to access all PRECIOUS services. This is
also used to track API calls in terms of users and to
validate that requests are originating from the actual client.
If malicious requests occur using a specific APIkey, this is
a sign that the client’s device was compromised (see
Section 3.d).

Crypto Handler

All requests  both incoming and outgoing  are encrypted
using AES256CBC encryption and base64. This handler
centrally decrypts and encrypts requests, and optionally
returns with errors when wrong encryption or decryption
was used (see Section 3.d).

●

Rule Processing

The rule processing service is responsible for storing, formatting and processing userdata
on the one hand, and executing rules as depicted in Section 2.a. Mobile clients continuously
send data to the PRECIOUS servers, which then trigger rules based on certain event keys.
One example would be an update on the user’s GPS location. The device sends this new
position to the server along with an event key titled “DATA_DEVICE_GPS”. On the server,
this information is in a first step stored in a container belonging to the user. Subsequently,
the rule processing service searches for all rules that have set a trigger containing this event
key. It then sequentially processes these rules depending on set priorities and executes the
specified output of the rule. Following the example, one rule could be dependent on whether
the user has reached his home, i.e. previously specified GPS coordinates. If the user has
entered this area, the user’s lights should turn on if it is currently nighttime. Hence, the rule
not only checks upon GPS coordinates, but also on set timezone, time and available data on
sunsets in the area. Given the rule’s conditions are fulfilled, the rule processing service
sends respective messages to the user’s device or home installation to perform the given
task. Additionally, the rule processing module also offers APIs to query historic states of the
user, for example where the user was in terms of location at a specific point in time  if the
respective data is available. More detailed information on this service can be found in
Section 3.b.i.
●

Maps

Given that most locationbased apps require maps to display the user’s location, or previous
running routes for instance, we have implemented a custommade developerfriendly
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solution to this challenge. While services like Google Maps21 offer great flexibility in terms of
customization, they often do not meet requirements necessary for tailoring an app to the
ideas of graphic designers and app developers. For instance, no available API offers
entitylevel customization (color, stroke, icons, etc.), such as coloring all bicycle lanes within
a specific area in “green” or marking all close pharmacies in “red”. To overcome this
problem, the maps service on the PRECIOUS server offers data (Europewide) provided by
OpenstreetMaps as vector data, which can then be rendered on the client device given the
flavors of the developer in a convenient and easy way. More details on the implementation of
this service can be found in Section 3.b.ii.
●

AppPlugins

The last service available on PRECIOUS servers are appplugins. In case when two different
users want to exchange data, app developers can create, specify and modify their own
storage space right within their sandbox application. Instead of the need of setting up
databases on their own, developers can simply create similar services through available
APIs. This on the other hand ensures that user data can never be used for other purposes
as the intended ones within the boundaries of PRECIOUS. This module is still in
development, but is already used for instance within the Conquer the City app (see Section
5.e). Again, further information can be found in Section 3.b.ii.
b. Databases & Storage
This section describes the main entities which are stored within PRECIOUS services. All
services on the server can access all data within the databases. As previously described, we
have opted for a nonrelational database due to several reasons:
●

●

●

Document based databases, such as MongoDB, offer great flexibility in terms of the
structure of stored entities and can easily be modified when needed.
Relationaldatabases need to alter their tables in order to achieve the same effect,
while documentbased databases can do this only when entities are modified or read
from. This is particularly important as during the development of PRECIOUS, a
variety of new features were added over time which needed to be reflected within the
database  a feature necessary for rapid application development
Secondly, most of the stored data isn’t relational. Each user has different devices and
appliances, thus a typical relational database would generate a large overhead in
terms of schema generation.
Relational databases require complex SQL APIs, while documentbased databases
offer RESTful JSON APIs which are much simpler to handle

In the following, we will describe the most important entities and their properties.
UserSchema
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The main entity of PRECIOUS is the user. In order to be able to restore information in case a
device is lost, we have chosen the user’s 
emailas the primary user id as it is easily
rememberable. Hence, users’ emails need to be unique across all services and represent
the most important identification property. We have also indexed them in MongoDB for
increased performance when searching for specific users, i.e. checking upon user
credentials. Secondly, each user has assigned a 
passwordthat is specified during the
registration process. Instead of storing passwords directly, we use MD5 hashing and
HEXbased values along with random 
saltwhich is generated individually for each user
and hence needs to be stored. Thus, even in the case should the server be compromised,
user passwords can still not be accessed due to the oneway functionality of hashing. Next,
the 
accessToken property is a random UUID string generated also upon registration.
Similar to the user’s email, it is also unique across all services and serves as tracking and
verification tool in order to be able to correlate requests with users. We have also
implemented an 
adminflag which enables PRECIOUS operators during experiments to
alter the system’s behaviour. The 
registrationDateis also stored during the registration
process. Finally, we also store information about the device the user is operating on:
●
●
●
●

deviceId
: an ID to identify device model and OSversions
deviceUUID
: a unique device identifier which can be obtained from mobile
operating systems
deviceType
: a customgenerated string indicating the user’s operating system
deviceToken
: a token obtained upon permission of the user from the operating
system in order to be able to send push notifications to the device

In the following you can see a simplified version of the user schema written for Mongoose in
Javascript.
var userSchema = new Schema({
email: { type: String, index: { unique: true } },
password: String,
salt: String,
accessToken: { type: String, index: { unique: true } },
admin: { type: Boolean, default: false },
registrationDate: { type: Date, default: Date.now() },
device: {
deviceId: String,
deviceUUID: String,
deviceType: String,
deviceToken: String
}
});
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UserDataSchema
The user data entity is uniquely assigned to a specific user and represents a container for all
data stored on a specific user. In the following snippet a simplified version of the user data
schema is added written for Mongoose in Javascript.
var userdataSchema = new Schema({
user: {type: mongoose.Schema.Types.ObjectId, ref: 'User'},
data: [{
key: String,
values: [{
from: Date,
to: Date,
value: Schema.Types.Mixed
}]
}],
appActions: [{
id: String,
key: String,
value: Schema.Types.Mixed,
confirmed: { type: Boolean, default: false }
}],
lastAliveDate: Date,
lastAliveDates: [{
date: Date
}],
events: [{
key: String,
values: [{
value: Schema.Types.Mixed,
from: Date,
to: Date
}]
}],
rules: [{
_id: String,
count: Number,
lastExecuted: Date,
executedDates: [{
date: String
}]
}]
});

The 
dataproperty represents the storage of all types of values sent from the client to the
server. The client takes care of setting proper data keys, with additional checks being done
on the server in terms of validity. Hence, the 
data 
property is an array of objects consisting
of a defined key, and respective values which can either be a single or multiple values. A
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valueon the other hand must have a specific date assigned to it (i.e. GPS locations with a
timestamp), which can either be a single value when the data was obtained, or a date range
in case the type of data requires a range (running activity from 9am until 10am). The server
application contains a lot of convenience functions and optimizations in order to be able to
filter for data keys and dates.
The 
appActionsproperty is an array of actions that have previously been performed within
a client application. Given that rules can trigger certain actions on a device, it is important to
track whether these actions have actually been performed. In case of connectivity loss for
instance, devices might not receive sent app actions which on the other hand leads to
inconsistencies. Only when devices have successfully sent the confirmation for an app
action specified by 
id
,
keyand optionally a 
value
, then the respective 
confirmedflag is
set to “true” and the server application can rely on the fact the action has been performed.
The 
lastAliveproperties indicate the last time the device has been online, i.e. when the
app is opened or running in background mode. The client continuously sends “alive”
messages to the server in order to update this array. This is important in case the user stops
using the PRECIOUS service for a certain amount of time, which could then potentially
trigger a rule to send a motivational message to the user in order to start using the service
again.
The 
eventsarray is a container where the device can post all events that have occurred
within the app. This includes not only errors and problems, but common functionality such as
the opening of specific apps, settings changes, and other use cases.
Last, the 
rulesarray indicates rules that were successfully executed on a specific user. An
example where this would be important is a rule  which was already mentioned  that turns a
user’s light on whenever they enter their home area. This should only be done once, and the
rule itself can monitor through the 
rulesproperty whether this rule was executed already or
not. Rules have unique 
_idsand the 
executedDatesproperty indicates at which times a
specific rule was executed on this user.
RuleSchema
The rule entity is a representation of a welldefined rule that can be executed upon certain
events. Due to the logical operations involved as well as the number of conditions, rule can
be become complex and hence the data structure needs to account for this fact. Below a
simplified version of the actual model written in Javascript for Mongoose.
var ruleSchema = new Schema({
name: String,
description: String,
created: { type: Date, default: Date.now() },
createdBy: { type: mongoose.Schema.Types.ObjectId, ref:
'User'},
triggers: [String],
usedEventKeys: [String],
conditions: [{
name: String,
parameters: [{
numeric: Boolean,
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isDate: Boolean,
text: Boolean,
object: Boolean,
objectPath: String,
array: Boolean,
arrayOption: String,
bool: Boolean,
reference: Boolean,
referenceRequirements: [Schema.Types.Mixed],
value: Schema.Types.Mixed
}],
comparator: String,
jsExpression: String
}],
operation: {
condition1: Schema.Types.Mixed,
condition2: Schema.Types.Mixed,
operator: String
},
actions: {
notification: [{
message: String
}],
userdata: [{
key: String,
param: Schema.Types.Mixed
}],
appactions: [{
action: String
}],
rule: [{
eventKey: String,
userInfo: String
}],
rest: [{
url: String,
method: String,
parameters: Schema.Types.Mixed
}]
}
});

Each rule possesses a 
nameas well as a 
descriptionin order to be able to understand
the rule’s logic without the need to go into detail about the actual conditions or operators.
Furthermore, rules can be created by users as specified by the 
createdByflag, and are
triggered when data is pushed to the 
UserDataObject. These triggers need to be defined
within the 
triggersarray. For convenience, upon creation of a rule all required event keys
are pushed to the 
usedEventKeysarray  this means that for instance if the rule requires
information on the user’s last locations or average heart rate over the last two days,
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usedEventKeyswould contain the respective data keys for these data types. This has the
advantage that all required data can be gathered in advance before going through the
decision tree of the rule. Next, the 
conditionsarray contains all conditions that occur
within this rule. A condition could be that a user enters a specific area, reaches a specific
threshold in terms of number of steps over the last week, or that the user has not moved
within the last hour for instance. The properties of conditions within the 
conditionsarray
are explained in detail as they represent the core of each rule.

Condition properties
Key Name

Subkey
Name

Type

Description

string

The individual name of a condition

numeric

boolean

Flag indicating whether the parameter is
numeric or referencing an event key

isDate

boolean

Flag indicating whether the numeric
parameter is a date (timestamp)

text

boolean

Flag indicating whether the parameter is in
textform

object

boolean

Flag indicating whether the parameter is an
object

objectPath

string

If the parameter is an object (i.e. object flag is
set), 
objectPath
can indicate which value
to take within the object (i.e. if the 
value
object is {
 from: date, to: date,
value: { lat: number }
, then the
objectPath
could be set to 
value.lat

array

boolean

Flag indicating whether the parameter is an
array, has to be set together with other
parameters (i.e. 
numeric
,
text
,
isDate
,
object
, etc.)

arrayOption

string

If the 
array
flag is set, this property can
determine which values to take from the
array:
● $last  last element in array
● $first  first element in array
● $average  average (numbers only)
● $median  median (numbers only)
● $all  operator is applied to all values in
array

name
parameters
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● $any  operator is applied to all values in
array, returns true if any of the objects
satisfy the condition
● $none  operator is applied to all values in
array, returns true if none of the objects
satisfy the condition
Defaults to $last
bool

boolean

Flag indicating whether the parameter is a
boolean value

reference

boolean

Flag indicating whether the parameter is a
reference to one of the event keys

referenceRe
quirements

mixed

Event keys might require a number of historic
values, or a minimum date for example.
referenceRequirements
can either be
● a number, i.e. 10 = last 10 historic
values, or 1 = all
● a date, i.e. 
new Date(xy)
, gathering
all values starting from that date
● an object, i.e. 
{ from: date, to:
date}
, for specifying a date range

value

mixed

The actual value of the parameter

comparator

string

The used comparator between the
parameters (see separate table below)

jsExpression

string

When comparator is set to $js, a javascript
expression will be evaluated which is to be
specified in this string. The expression needs
to be in the following form:
function expression(param1,
param2, param3, ...) { return
true; }
and needs to return either true or false.

The 
comparator
flag is described in the table below.
Table of comparators
Type

Key

Description

Comparison

$eq

Returns true if two values are equal

$gt

Returns true if the first value is greater than
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the second value
$gte

Returns true if the first value is greater than
or equal as compared to the second value

$lt

Returns true if the first value is lower than the
second value

$lte

Returns true if the first value is lower than or
equal as compared to the second value

$ne

Returns true if two values are not equal

$in

Returns true if the first value is represented
within the second value, which must be an
array

$nin

Returns true if the first value is not
represented within the second value, which
must be an array

$exists

Returns true if the first value exists

$type

Returns true if the type of the first value is
equal to the second value

$mod

Returns true if the first value is dividable by
the second value without remainder

$regex

Returns true if the regular expression as
specified by the second value returns true on
the first value

$text

Returns true if the first value contains the text
of the second value

Javascriptbased

$js

Returns true if the specified javascript
expression returns true

Geospatial

$geoWithin

Returns true if the first value (must be
geolocation) is within a polygon of
geolocations as specified by the second
value

$geoIntersects

Returns true if the first value (must be
geolocation) intersects a polygon of
geolocations as specified by the second
value

$near

Returns true if the first value (must be
geolocation) is in range of the second value
(must be geolocation)

Element

Evaluation
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Array

$geoAtHome

Returns true if the first value (must be
geolocation) is within the range of the
specified home address of the user  returns
false if no home address is specified

$geoAtWorkspace

Returns true if the first value (must be
geolocation) is within the range of the
specified work address of the user  returns
false if no work address is specified

$all

Returns true if all elements within the first
value (must be array) are equal to the second
value

$size

Returns true if the size of the first value (must
be array) is equal to the second value (must
be numeric)

Essentially, a condition consists of one or more 
parameters
. A parameter can be either a
userspecified value, or a value that is stored on PRECIOUS servers and was transmitted by
the client app at some point. A parameter consists of a number of boolean flags in order to
indicate what type of data the parameter represents. Userspecific parameters can be
numeric, strings, objects, dates etc., as well as arrays of these types. If parameters are not
specified by the user, they reference an existing data set within the database. The
referenceRequirementskey is used for querying a specific subset of historic data sets.
Then, a condition is established by choosing a 
comparator in order to evaluate an
expression that is based on the chosen parameters.
Finally, multiple conditions can be evaluated using the 
operationproperty using a specific
operator
.
Operators Table
Key

Description

$or

Compares two conditions and returns true if one of the conditions is true

$and

Compares two conditions and returns true of both conditions are true

$not

Returns true if the first condition is false

$nor

Returns true if both condition one and condition two are false

We have chosen to store multiple conditions and their operators as decision trees. The
operationproperty hence represents the entry point for a possible sequence of conditions
and their operators. An operation always consists of either one or two conditions (properties
condition1 and 
condition2
) which are evaluated using the 
operator
. Thus, both
condition1 and 
condition2 can either be a reference (i.e. a numeric value) to a
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condition specified in the 
conditionsarray, or another operation (i.e. an object with the
same structure as the 
operation
property itself).
The following snippet gives a simplified example for a valid rule, which will always return
true.
rule = {
conditions: [
{
parameters: [
{ numeric: true, value: 5.0 },
{ numeric: true, value: 6.0 }
],
comparator: "$lt"
},
{
parameters: [
{ numeric: true, value: 3.0 },
{ numeric: true, value: 7.0 }
],
comparator: "$gt"
}
],
operation: {
condition1: 0,
condition2: {
condition1: 0,
condition2: 1,
operator: "$or"
}
operator: "$and"
}
}

In the case of the above rule, two conditions are specified comparing numeric (i.e.
userspecified) values. The first condition will return true, as parameter one (5.0) is lower
than ($lt) parameter two (6.0). The second condition however will return false, as parameter
one (3.0) is not greater than ($gt) parameter two (7.0). The operation property then gives the
decision tree, where condition2 consists of another operation, which will return true given
that the operator $or was chosen (i.e. either condition1 or condition2 needs to be true).
Hence, the rule will return true as both condition1 (referenced to the first condition in the
array) and condition2 (consisting of the described operation) are fulfilled, and the $and
operator is satisfied.
Last, the 
actionsproperty gives a list of actions which need to be performed if the rule
should be triggered and its conditions fulfilled. Several options are given to provide
maximum flexibility:
●

PushNotifications, i.e. send a notification containing a message (including
placeholders for variables)
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●
●
●
●

Userdata Adjustment, i.e. make adjustments to user data given a key (this is useful
for rules which filter or transform data)
App Actions, i.e. specifying actions that need to be performed on the client’s device
(open a specific app, transform the ordering of apps, etc.)
Calling a Rule, i.e. trigger another specific rule that should be executed (this is useful
for chaining multiple rules)
Calling a RESTful service, i.e. make a HTTP request to another service (such as
Firstbeat Servers, or the user’s home environment)

Other database entities
There are several other entities which are not mentioned due to the scope of this report.
Important functionality for instance is placed within the job management and queuing tools,
where all triggered rules are stored in a Redis database for performance reasons in order to
coordinate the sequential completion of rules. The PostgreSQL database stores all
OpenStreetMaps data in spherical mercator projection (EPSG:3857) and was imported using
the popular tool osm2pgsql22. App specific storage spaces are stored on other MongoDB
instances as well, giving developers options to store their own data in their own format.
c. Server Applications
i.
Rule Processing

Figure 5  Overview Rule Engine
22

https://github.com/openstreetmap/osm2pgsql
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The rule engine or rule processing module represents the core of the functionality of the
PRECIOUS server. It is a web server based on NodeJS and the ExpressJS framework and
processes incoming requests from the client application. Four main request types can be
differentiated that originate from the client’s device:
●
●
●
●

/user: all userrelated actions, i.e. registration and change of user credentials
/data: storage and processing of data sent by the client
/alive: handling of clients which are currently online
/events: storage and processing events that occurred at the client

A concrete description of this API can be found in Section 3.d. While /user and /alive
requests are handled directly by their respective routehandlers, the /data and /event routes
are central for the triggering of rules residing on the backend. A rule in this case is an object
stored in a MongoDB database as specified in Section 3.c. All different types of data and
events that can be sent by the user are, after successfully storing and archiving them within
the respective user object, translated into a unique event key. The rule system itself is
eventbased, i.e. it listens to specific events and forwards them, depending on the used key,
to the right rule.
GLOBAL.rules = new ruleSystem(GLOBAL.config, process);

It is implemented using the singleton pattern and using a global variable that can easily be
accessed from all processes. This, also in case of multiple PRECIOUS server instances (i.e.
load balancing), doesn’t represent a problem, as the actual queueing of rules is managed by
a a global Redis database in which all rules yet to be processed are stored and forwarded to
one of these instances. In the case of the above snippet, 
ruleSystemrepresents an
instance of the 
RuleManagerobject, which handles all the functionality described above.
The key function to trigger rules looks as follows:
RuleManager.prototype.addJobs = function(eventKeys, userId)

where 
eventKeyscan be either a string or an array of strings with the 
eventKeysthat
trigger a rule. In addition to triggering rules upon client requests, we have additionally
implemented a timer functionality that automatically triggers rules depending on the current
time.
GLOBAL.rules.addJobs = function(‘TIME_10:05AM’)

This gives rules the possibility to be called in specific time intervals, i.e. once a day. After an
eventKeyis triggered, as seen in Figure 5, the first task is to gather all rules from the
database that have specified the respective 
eventKeyas a rule trigger (see Section 3.b.
property 
triggers
). The unique ID’s of these rules are then pushed to a global queue
residing in a Redis database. Redis a very efficient keyvalue storage database, where we
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store 
ruleID
, 
userID and the rule’s 
priority in order to be able to associate a
triggering event with a specific user and to prioritize rules. Starting from this queue, rules are
sequentially processed depending on their priority. Processing takes place with event
listeners, i.e. the queueing mechanism forwards given information to the 
RuleProcessor
object. As rules can depend on a large number of parameters, the first step is to gather all
required data to successfully run this rule. Rules can access all available data on the
backend except user credentials, starting from 
userID
’s to 
sensorData or
aliveMessages
. Once this data is successfully gathered, the evaluation process of the
rule is started. A rule consists of a number of conditions which use the specified parameters,
and we evaluate them in parallel using the popular Async.js23 package. After evaluating each
condition individually, the decision tree is processed, i.e. the logical connection between
different conditions. This determines the final outcome of the rule, i.e. whether it’s output
should be triggered or not. If the decision tree is not fulfilled, the 
RuleProcessor
immediately returns and signals the rule queue that it is ready for processing of the next rule.
In case the decision true returns true, a rule’s actions are triggered. We give several
possibilities for rules to perform actions:
●
●
●
●

Trigger another rule using a specific event key
Add an app action which is to be performed on the client
Make a call to a REST API
Send a push notification

Additionally, once a rule is successfully run, we increase counters which are userspecific.
This serves the purpose that rules can also specify in which frequency they should be run for
a user, i.e. only maximally once per day for a specific user.
User Interface for RuleInput
We have created a preliminary interface for creating and editing rules. Figure 6 shows
screenshots of this interface.

Figure 6  Rule Input Interface

23

https://github.com/caolan/async
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This includes entering basic information about a rule, i.e. it’s name and description, adding
parameters and their conditions, and a visual dragandclick tool to establish logical
connections between these conditions.
ii.

Maps

The Maps server module gives client’s and developers access to OpenStreetMap data.
Instead of sending images however, the maps module send JSON data to the clients
containing information about geometrical objects in a certain area, their properties and other
geolocationbased information. This gives great flexibility in terms of visualization, as apps
can specify the style in which they want to display map information.
app.get('/maps/data/:z/:x/:y', routes.MapRoute.route);

Similar to the rule engine, we use a HTTPbased NodeJS and ExpressJS framework
approach. The key route here is the retrieval of map information as depicted in the snipped
above. The three key parameters, 
z
,
xand 
yspecify the location at which map data is to be
received. This parameters are essentially Cartesian coordinates, with the 
z parameters
specifying the zoom level and hence the size of the area that is returned (which is always a
square and thus can be tiled).
In the background, the server application connects to a PostgreSQL database with the
PostGIS plugin enabled in order to facilitate geospatial queries. This database contains
OpenStreetMap data which was imported using the popular osm2pgsql24 tool. We use
Mapnik25 as the central tool to gather information from this database using a selfdesigned
stylesheet that retrieves as much information as possible to be forwarded to the client. The
Mapnik Vector Tile26 format is used here, which is then converted to JSON and encoded in
base64. We also provide access to a number of mapqueries, i.e, retrieving objects from the
database providing either a bounding box or a polygon specified by latitude and longitude
values.
iii.

App Plugins

As sandboxbased apps don’t have access to domains other than the ones specified by
PRECIOUS, it is crucial to provide applevel database functionality for developers to tailor
their services and make app information persistent across users. We are currently exploring
two different opensource solutions, Kinto27 and Parse28, to provide this functionality.
d. ServerClient Communication
The following table presents the preliminary RESTful API of PRECIOUS.
24

https://github.com/openstreetmap/osm2pgsql
http://mapnik.org/
26
https://github.com/mapbox/mapnikvectortile
27
https://github.com/Kinto/kinto
28
https://github.com/ParsePlatform/parseserver
25
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Paths
/user
POST /user
Description: 
Creates a new user
Parameters
Name

Location

Description

Required

Schema

email

query

The email
associated with the
user’s new account

Yes

String

password

query

The user’s password
(hashed)

Yes

String

device

body

Information on the
user’s device

Yes

Object

Code

Description

Schema

200

User creation
successful

User: {
email: string
accessToken: string
salt: string
id: string
registrationDate: string
}

500

Invalid
registration
parameters

501

User already
exists

Responses

GET /user
Description: 
Returns basic information about the user
Responses
Code

Description

Schema

200

Returns basic
information
about the user

User: {
email: string
registrationDate: string
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}

DELETE /user
Description: 
Deletes the user permanently from the system and removes all userspecific data
Responses
Code

Description

200

User is deleted

Schema

PUT /user
Description: Updates the user’s password

Parameters
Name

Location

Description

Required

Schema

password

query

Optional
password to be
updated

No

String

Code

Description

Schema

200

User information
updated
successfully

User: {
email: string
registrationDate: string
}

Responses

/data
POST /data
Description: Send clientspecific data to the server for storage and processing

Parameters
Name

Location

Description

Required

Schema

data

body

The email
associated with
the user’s new
account

Yes

Data: {
key:
string
value:
object
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from:
number
to: number
id: string
}
Responses
Code

Description

Schema

200

Data stored
successfully

DataIds: {
ids: [string]
}

/alive
POST /alive
Description: 
Notify the server that the client is online, and return a list of app actions that need
to be performed on the server

Responses
Code

Description

Schema

200

Notification
successful

AppActions: {
actions: [string]
}

/appactions
POST /appactions
Description: 
Notify the server that the client has successfully performed an app action
Parameters
Name

Location

Description

Required

Schema

actions

body

An Array with
the app actions
that were
performed
successfully

Yes

[String]

Code

Description

Schema

200

Posting

Responses
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successful

/events
POST /events
Description: 
Notify the server that the client has performed a certain event on the devic
e
Parameters
Name

Location

event

body

Description

Required

Schema

Yes

Event: {
key: string
from: number
to: number
value: mixed
}

Responses
Code

Description

200

Success

Schema

Generic Error Messages
In addition to requestspecific errors, the following tables gives a list of generic error message which can
occur upon every request.

550

Sent message contains no
body

551

Wrong encryption parameters
were sent

552

Invalid client key provided

553

Generic decryption error

554

Generic encryption error

555

Invalid user credentials
provided

556

Invalid access token provided

599

Database error
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Table of HTTP error status codes

e. Security
This Section briefly describes the security measures that were taken in order to ensure
privacy and security of the user’s data.
HTTP Headers
We use a series of different HTTP headers for authentication, which have to be provided for
valid requests depending on the respective route.
Header name

Type

Description

xpreciousapikey

string (base64)

A unique API key generated for each
user upon registration

xprecioususerid

string (base64)

The user’s unique ID as returned
from the database

xprecioususerpassword

string (base64)

The user’s password

xprecioussecretkey

string

A secret key which is unique to each
user

SSL & SSL Pinning (HPKP)
All requests are SSLencrypted, while requests to the standard HTTP port are automatically
forwarded to HTTPS. The NGINX reverse proxy (see Section 3.a) takes care of establishing
this encryption, while we additionally use public keypinning on the server side to increase
security by bundling the server’s public key with the client application.
TwoLayer Encryption
In addition to SSL, we use another layer of encryption to increase security. Every request is
encrypted using AES256CBC, thus no plaintext requests are transmitted. AES or
Advanced Encryption Standard is a symmetric cryptographic protocol, and we use 256bit
key lengths to encrypt and decrypt requests. We use CBC or 
Cipherblockchaining, 
which 
is
one of the most commonly used operation modes for AES. AES using CBC depends on an
Initialization Vector (IV), which takes care of adding randomness to each message.
Hence, the IV should be generated randomly upon each request to minimize points of attack,
and needs to be sent along with the encrypted message in order to be able successfully
decrypt when using AES256CBC29. 
Thus, the padding for our messages looks as follows:

29

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/80038a/sp80038a.pdf
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Contentlength: n Bytes, Base64Encoding
16 Bytes

16n Bytes

Random Initialisation Vector

AES256CBC Encrypted Data
Message Structure and Padding

All messages are sent as strings and are base64encoded. The first 16 bytes represent the
IV, while the remaining bytes (as specified in the contentlength header parameter of each
HTTP request) are the encrypted data.
The decryption function used on the server is shown below.
exports.decryptBase64 = function(value) {
var buf = new Buffer(value,'base64');
var iv = buf.slice(0,16)
var encryptedData = buf.slice(16)
var decipher = crypto.createDecipheriv('aes256cbc', key,
iv);
var decrypted = decipher.update(encryptedData, 'base64',
'utf8');
decrypted += decipher.final('utf8');
return decrypted;
}

The encryption function used on the server looks as follows.
exports.encryptBase64 = function(data) {
var iv = crypto.randomBytes(16);
var cipher = crypto.createCipheriv('aes256cbc', key, iv);
var encrypted = cipher.update(data, 'utf8');
encrypted = Buffer.concat([iv, encrypted, cipher.final()]);
return encrypted.toString('base64')
}

The key is stored on PRECIOUS servers. We are currently also evaluating asymmetric
cryptography, i.e. that each user would generate individual keys for their requests. There are
also certain routes which are private and hence secured using standard HTTP authentication
with username and password.
4. Mobile Client
a. System Overview
The mobile client of PRECIOUS is the most important tool to interact with users and to
achieve compliance with recommended health interventions in the longrun. It is a
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smartphone app developed for both iOS and Android, and comprises a variety of different
functionality to be presented within this chapter.
●
●
●
●

●

It communicates with the PRECIOUS Server as specified in Section 3, and hence
regularly exchanges data in order for the rule engine to work.
It runs (multiple) apps within a sandbox, which can be provided by thirdparties, with
the goal of achieving behaviour change
It provides a native API to the sandbox to provide apps with all functionality available
from the device’s operating system
It manages both execution and displaying order of apps depending on the user’s
current environment within an App Stream, which is a dashboardlike overview of all
available apps
It provides a modular environment for native modules which give the app basic
functionality, such as goal setting, choosing targeted behaviours or statistics on
achievements

A typical flow throughout the app is presented in Figure 7. When the user opens the app for
the first time, they are guided through an onboarding module consisting of several steps,
also including registration and gathering basic user information. Subsequently, they can
choose the initial area of focus they want to target, such as diet, physical activity, stress or
sleep. Next, the goal setting module is triggered letting the user specify goals with regards to
their chosen behaviours. These steps can be altered whenever desired by the user, i.e. new
goals can be set in certain time intervals, or behaviours can be changed or added. Next, the
app sends a request to the PRECIOUS servers which analyse user goals and behaviours,
and returns a list of recommended apps capable of addressing the user’s goals and hence
achieving behaviour change. The most central module, the App Stream, is then the view in
which users can select apps which are to be run within the PRECIOUS app. Within this view,
users are presented previews of the respective apps. The ordering of apps is hence
depending on the recommendations gathered by the PRECIOUS server, and is chosen in a
way to achieve the maximum impact on the user. Starting from this view, users can not only
open apps, but also access native modules, such as the Timeline View showing previous
activities or the Journey view showing all achievements reached within the app. In the
recipes view which is also easily accessible from the App Stream, users can view, modify
and create rules or recipes which help them track their progress or trigger events.
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Figure 7  PRECIOUS App Initialization Flow

b. Sandbox & Bridge
One of the most important innovations of the PRECIOUS app is the capability to execute
apps “within” the app itself. This is achieved, as already mentioned, by running apps within a
secure, controlled environment or sandbox. Due to simplicity and convenience for users, we
have opted for Javascript and HTML as the coding languages in which apps are run. Upon
start of the PRECIOUS app, a small and tinyweight web server is run in a background
thread on the device. This web server serves two main purposes:
●
●

Give static access to a specified folder containing appspecific files and global
libraries, images and stylesheets
Track API requests that are routed via HTTP

Each app possesses a unique identifier by which apps can be opened. Whenever a user
chooses to open an app, a webview is initiated with a specific URL pointing to the folder of
the respective app, with the webserver serving the requested files over HTTP. In addition to
the files belonging to the app, specific paths on the web server give access to libraries (i.e.
popular Javascript libraries such as JQuery, etc.), stylesheets (which can contain
userspecified colors, fonts, etc.) and the main PRECIOUS Javascript library, granting
access to native functionality.
Figure 8 illustrates this process.
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Figure 8  Sandbox request and response flow
Once the webview is initialized with the URL of an app, the PRECIOUS library is
automatically injected into the opened webpage. The PRECIOUS library is written in
CoffeeScript/Javascript and provides an easy way for the respective app to access
functionality of the operating system, such as continuously pushing updates on GPS data. In
Figure 8, the HTML5 app for example requests continuous updates of the user’s GPS
location. For this purpose, it uses the injected namespace of the PRECIOUS library, which is
called 
PRECIOUS
, and calls the 
PRECIOUS.getGPSfunction. This function (like all other
functions that provide comparable functionality) is routed internally to a 
composeRequest
function, which assembles all necessary information required for the request to be forwarded
to the native part of the client app. The 
getGPS function also takes an asynchronous
callback function as argument which is called with the information returned from native code.
Below is a sketch of the 
composeRequest
function written in CoffeeScript, which returns a
valid and wellspecified request object.
composeRequest: (requestType, requestWay, requestID, plugin, query,
userInfo) >
request = {
"requestType" : requestType,
"requestID" : requestID,
"pluginID" : plugin,
"appId" : @APPID,
"appUUID" : @APPUUID
}
@_.extend(request, query)
request.userInfo = userInfo if userInfo?
request

A request consists of multiple parameters:
●

Request Type
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The following snippet written in CoffeeScript shows the enumeration of different request
types that are used within the PRECIOUS client app.
@_validRequestTypes =
InternalError : 1
SingleGet : 0
ContinousGet : 1
SinglePost : 2
UpdateRequest : 3
RemoveRequest : 4

The 
SingleGetrequest type is used whenever a certain type of information is required
within the app only once  for instance when the app wants to know the GPS position of the
user without updates. The 
ContinousGetrequest type is used whenever the app needs
continuous updates on certain values  for instance when using accelerometer information,
which are updated multiple times for second. While Get requests return certain information,
the 
SinglePostrequest is used whenever data is pushed from the app to one of the APIs,
i.e. when information needs to be stored. Whenever 
ContinousGetrequests have been
set, the 
UpdateRequestand the 
RemoveRequesttype give possibilities to either update
certain parameters of the request, i.e. change the frequency or accuracy with which the app
should receive information, or to remove a request entirely and hence stop the receivement
of further information.
●

Request ID

As requests are processed asynchronously, it is necessary for the PRECIOUS library to be
able to correlate incoming responses to previously sent requests. This is achieved by
generating an incremental 
requestID
. This value is forwarded through the lifecycle of a
request and is used only within the sandbox.
●

RequestWay

As seen in Figure 8, there are multiple routes to send requests out of the sandbox. Currently,
we support either HTTP based requests, or Javascript based requests. Within this property,
the client library can specify which route to choose depending on the type of data that is
returned. Binary data for instance, such as generated by live video or images, is complex to
serialize into objects to send over Javascript, hence in these cases HTTP is used.
Websockets were also tested for this purpose but quickly discarded as they required
substantial battery power.
●

Plugin

PRECIOUS currently supports a multitude of different plugins which need to be specified
within the request. In case of Figure 8, the targeted plugin would be the location plugin.
However, there is support for all possible types of sensor data, storage, vibration, etc.
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●

Query

Plugins can be called with specific parameters. In case of the location plugin for instance,
the request can specify the accuracy and frequency of the messages to be sent in case of
continuous requests.
●

UserInfo

UserInfo is a simple object that is forwarded throughout the lifecycle of a request and serves
the purpose of giving developers additional flexibility to correlate requests with certain
functionality.
●

AppID & AppUUID

These two variables are injected by the webview into the PRECIOUS namespace within the
library and serve as a measure for the native part of the code to correctly correlate requests
with applications. While the AppID is the unique identifier of the application, the AppUUID is
a stringbased UUID generated by the webview individually for each application. This is a
simple security measure in order to prohibit apps to mask themselves as other applications.
Following Figure 8, a request is now generated, while the callback functions is being stored
and to be called once a response is received. Depending on the chosen 
requestWay, the
request is either forwarded using HTTP or Javascript. While typically GET or POST requests
are used with HTTP, the request object is directly serialized into strings in case of the
Javascript option.
We make use of included functionality on both iOS and Android in order to be able to
communicate with the webview.
iOS
On iOS, the WKWebview30 object is used as basis for the sandbox. This class supports
socalled messageHandlers in order to push messages from the webview to native code. In
the PRECIOUS library, we use the following function for communication:
makeJSRequest: (requestID, query) >
webkit.messageHandlers.api.postMessage query

Within the WKWebview object itself, we use the WKScriptMessageHandler31 class to then
receive the messages previously pushed via Javascript. Essential here is the
didReceiveScriptMessage function, which can be used to check for certain
namespaces on the one hand (within PRECIOUS we use “api” as the namespace for all API
30

https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/WebKit/Reference/WKWebView_Ref/

31

https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/WebKit/Reference/WKScriptMessageHandler_Ref
/
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calls), as well as accessing the content of the message. Below is a simplified version of the
WKScriptMessageHandler that is being used on the iOS App (written in Swift).
class AppScriptMessageHandler : NSObject, WKScriptMessageHandler {
func userContentController(userContentController:
WKUserContentController, didReceiveScriptMessage message:
WKScriptMessage) {
if(message.name == "api") {
self.handleAPICall(message)
}
}
}

Android
On Android, a similar functionality is provided by the Webview32 class. We use the following
function to push messages to the native part of the app:
makeJSRequest: (requestID, query) >
MessageHandler.postMessage query

In this case, a javascript interface titled “MessageHandler” was injected into the webview,
making it possible for the javascript library to call upon functions lying within the native code.
This is achieved by calling the 
addJavascriptInterface function and enabling
javascript.
webview.addJavascriptInterface(jsInterface, "MessageHandler");
webview.getSettings().setJavaScriptEnabled(true);

The 
jsInterfaceobject itself then contains a number of functions which can be directly
called from within the webview.
public class JsInterface {
public void postMessage(String query){ ... }
}

HTTP Requests are the same on both iOS and Android. For simplicity reasons we make use
of JQuery for sending HTTP Requests using the 
APIURLvariable which is injected into the
webview similar to 
APPID
and 
APPUUID
.
makeHTTPRequest: (requestID, query) >

32

http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html
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await @$.get @APIURL, query, defer json
@getHTTPResponse json

Once requests are sent out either via Javascript or HTTP, they are forwarded to the
CommunicationManager class as seen in Figure 8. This class stores requestspecific
information about the communication type that was used, and is later also responsible for
choosing the route for the response. As each request should be forwarded to specific plugin,
the 
CommunicationManager pipes all requests to the 
PluginHandler Singleton
instance which then selects the respective plugin instance which will process the actual
request. Note that invalid requests will return errors to the callback function within javascript
that was specified for the initial request. Currently the following plugins are supported:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Connectivity
 check upon current connection status to the internet and PRECIOUS
servers
Vibration
 let the phone vibrate (in specific patterns)
Wifi
 check upon information about the WIFI currently connected to (i.e. SSID, etc.)
Battery
 check the current battery level
Activity
 get information and updates about the user’s activities, i.e. whether they
were driving by bike, resting, etc.
Accelerometer
 get information about acceleration in three dimensions
Location
 get GPS information
Compass
 get information on the device’s orientation
Altimeter
 get information about the device’s location in terms of height
Gyroscope
 get information about the device’s orientation in 3d space
Magnetometer
 get information about nearby electromagnetic fields
Pedometer
 get information about counted steps the user has taken
Storage
 store & retrieve values
Maps
 receive (cached) OpenStreetMap vector data
UserInformation
 retrieve information about the user
RESTCalls
 make REST calls to a list of allowed URLs

Depending on the request type of the request, the 
PluginHandlercalls one of these
plugins using three different functions: 
addRequestto add new requests to the respective
plugin, 
updateRequestto update parameters for a previous request, or 
removeRequest
in order to delete previous requests from a specific plugin. Hence, requests are stored within
the individual plugins themselves. Note that in case of continuous requests, plugins can
send messages without having received a request first, i.e. whenever a continuous request
is sent once, the plugin sends messages to the specified 
requestIDas long as either the
app is running or a 
removeRequestrequest was sent. Furthermore, whenever a plugin is
called, a threadsafe 
UsageManager singleton instance tracks which apps were using
which type of plugin and how often to make this process as transparent as possible for the
user. Once plugins have data ready to send, they create a 
ResponseObject containing a
dictionary with the returned values, i.e. latitude and longitude for GPS data. This response is
forwarded to the 
CommunicationManager and sent back to the webview using the
channel that was used in the initial request.
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When using HTTP, responses are always direct HTTP responses to the initial request, which
means that polling is used for continuous data. When using Javascript directly, polling is
unnecessary as functions within the webview can be called directly from native code. On
iOS, this is done using the 
evaluateJavascriptfunction, where sent objects are first
serialized to strings.
func evaluateJavaScript(javaScriptString: String)

On Android, this is achieved using the 
loadUrlfunction, which also needs to serialise
JSON objects first.
webView.loadUrl("javascript: string");

Using these functions, the PRECIOUS library receives a response and searches for the
callback that was specified when the request was created. Finally, the callback which was
given as argument to the 
getGPS 
function is called. Callback are always in the form
function callback(err, data) { … }

Thus, the first argument is used as a means to track potential errors, while the second
argument titled 
data
will contain the requested data if the e
rr
parameter is null.
In addition to requests generated by the app itself, certain events that occur within the app
are automatically forwarded to all open webviews, such as whenever the app is put in
background mode, minimized, maximized, loaded (including progress indication), etc.
c. App Stream
The App Stream is the central entry point into the app. It offers small previews of available
apps or apps that users have already interacted with, as well as suggestions depending on
the context of the user. Users can browse through these previews and open apps by tapping
on them. In addition, it gives central access to native functionality that is provided by the app,
namely the Navigation View which is accessible by either swiping left or tapping on the
settings button located on the top left of the screen, as well as the Recipes View accessible
by swiping right or tapping on the balance button on the top right of the screen. These three
functions are shown in the current iteration of the user interface in Figure 9.
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Figure 9  App Stream

ScreenshotPreview
As already mentioned, tiles show static previews rather than interactive content. During
testing it became evident that opening a large number of sandboxes drastically increases
memory consumption of the app, hence it was decided that screenshots would provide a
good compromise. Screenshots are taken using a selfimplemented task queue, where a
maximum number of five apps are rendered at each time. This ensures that memory
consumption of the app is at a reasonable level of around 100200mb. Apps use a special
preview page that gives only limited access to the PRECIOUS library, where for instance
only SingleGet request types are allowed. The screenshot of these preview versions is taken
after either the full DOMcontent is loaded, the developer gives a dedicated signal that the
preview is ready for rendering, or a timeout is reached. This still gives developers enough
flexibility to display content of their desire while maintaining usability.
Tile algorithm
In the current version, app tiles can take three different sizes. Tile size and position depend
on two parameters: priority and importance. While priority is responsible for the placement
from top to bottom of the App Stream, importance manages the actual size of the tile. The
tiling algorithm receives these two parameters and continuously fills up space until no more
tiles can be positioned. The actual priorities and importance values are received from the
PRECIOUS server.
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Quick Access & Interactions
Tiles provide secondary functionalities in addition to displaying content. Doubletapping for
instance marks the app as preferred or liked, while longpress enables an additional mode in
which three views are accessible: a hide view, where users can choose to hide this tile,
resulting in less priorities for this app in subsequent App Stream displays, a settings view,
where developers can specify quick settings on their application, and a statistics view, where
users can view which type of data this app has been accessing. These functionalities are still
in an early stage and need intensive testing, i.e. whether users actually use these features
and whether they are usable with regards to tile size.
d. Multiple App Handling
Once an app is launched, it automatically sizes up full screen to fill up the display. Users can
exit an application by longpressing anywhere on the display screen, which opens up a view
showing the content of all opened apps (see Figure 10).

Figure 10  App Handling
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We have experimentally tested the maximum number of apps which is manageable for
devices and determined that three to five apps is a good number of apps that can easily be
run in parallel. In this intermediate view, users can close applications by swiping them
upwards, making them disappear. Hence, apps can run in what is referred to as minimized
state, i.e. openend in the background while the PRECIOUS app is still opened by the user.
In this state, apps still have full access to all functionality of the API. The PRECIOUS library
also notifies the app whenever it is maximized or minimized. Furthermore, apps can
themselves open up other application with certain parameters, or minimize themselves. This
gives developers the opportunity to create collaborations with other developers, i.e. by
creating connections between applications.
e. SensorData & Storage
One of the key ingredients for both apps and rule engine to work is sensor data. This
includes not only information gathered directly from the client’s device, but also userspecific
information that is processed on PRECIOUS servers. For this reason, we have implemented
a comprehensive sensor framework that manages the following tasks:
●
●
●
●
●

Easy and standardized access to sensor data
Handling and management of sensor permissions
Local storage of sensor data in order to enable historical querying of sensor values
Automatic pushing of sensor data to PRECIOUS servers for further processing
Remote storage of sensor data including synchronization with the client

Essentially, we rely on the delegate pattern, where each Sensor instance can have a
multiple number of delegates receiving all types of different sensor data. The
SensorDelegate
protocol looks as follows (example given in Swift):
protocol SensorDelegate {
var identifier : String { get set }
func sensorDataReceived(data: AbstractSensorData, sensorType:
SensorType, event: SensorEvent)
func sensorPermissionReceived(data: SensorPermissionStatus,
sensorType: SensorType, userInfo: AnyObject?)
}

On the one hand, the 
sensorDataReceivedmethod is called whenever new sensor data
is available, while 
sensorPermissionReceived forwards all messages related to
permissions of sensors (i.e. whether the user allowed access or not). The 
SensorType
enumeration contains a taxative list of all different available sensor types, and
AbstractSensorData is a base class from which all concrete sensor data type
instantiations are derived from. 
AbstractSensorData then contains convenience
methods in order to serialize its content into binary data. All different sensors are available
through a 
SensorManagersingleton class, which manages the handling and access to
sensors. The 
AbstractSensorclass, from which sensors are derived, then contains the
management of different delegates (i.e. delegates can have different accuracy
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requirements), and also takes care of storing the values by passing them into a
SensorStorageclass in certain intervals. It also handles historic querying of values, as
well as retrieving values from the server again using 
SensorStorage
. Locally, sensor
information is stored  for compatibility reasons, within a SQLite database in accessible
folders of the device. The schema for storing this data looks as follows (example given in
Swift):
private var dbid : Expression<Int64>!
private var dbvalue : Expression<Blob>!
private var dbkey : Expression<String>!
private var dbfrom : Expression<Double>!
private var dbto : Expression<Double>!
private var dbsent : Expression<Bool>!

Each data entry gets assigned a unique 
dbidretrieved from the SQLite database. This is
mainly used for identification within the app rather than the server. 
dbvaluecontains the
actual binary information about the sensor data. We store additional contextual information
about the type of data that was stored, such as 
dbkeyindicating the type of sensor that was
used, 
dbfrom and 
dbto in order to facilitate historic querying (dates stored as double
timestamps), and a 
dbsentflag in order to track which values were already successfully
synchronized with the server.
f.

Gamification API & Metrics

In addition to APIs enabling access to native device functionality, the PRECIOUS client
library will provide a series of APIs in order store gamification related data. Even though this
feature is not implemented yet, the preliminary API looks as follows.
Achievements
Precious.getAchievements(from, to, query)
Precious.getAchievementsFromFriends(from, to, query)
Precious.postAchievement(date, parameters)

Achievements are generic objects to be specified by the developer. They immediately trigger
the Journey view (see Section 5.d), where all achievements can be globally viewed.
Achievements need to have a 
titleand a 
descriptionin order for the Journey view to
be able to display these achievements in a consistent way. We currently plan on
implementing limitations on characters length to ensure consistency within the design, as
well as namespaces for specific items, such as user name (i.e. %user%) etc. Apart from
these two properties, achievements can contain any number of parameters which the user
can view with more details, also within the Journey view. We also give the possibility to
include date ranges or queries in achievement requests to be able to search for specific
achievements that might have occurred in the past. Additionally, if the user’s friends have
the respective feature enabled, developers might also access achievements from friends of
the user.
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Appactivity coins & levels
Precious.getActivityCoins(from, to, query)
Precious.getActivityLevel(date, parameters)
Precious.getActivityLevelFromFriends(date, parameters)
Precious.getActivityCoinsForApp(from, to, query)

The metrics activity coins and activity levels are readonly properties created from within
PRECIOUS. Again, this information is accessible from within the sandbox (also for friends
when permission is granted). One additional feature to mention is that developers can
request the number of coins which are contributable to their own efforts: activity coins are
always generated from healthrelated activities from users. Thus, PRECIOUS tries to
attribute these user efforts to specific apps, i.e. generating activity coins. Developers can get
an estimate of activity coins that were generated due to usage of their own app, and thus a
measure of efficacy of their own interventions.
Health status
Precious.getHealthStatus(from, to, query)
Precious.getHealthStatusFromFriends(from, to, query)

Similar to activity levels, the PRECIOUS library gives access to the users’ health status (or
again their friends if permitted), with optional date range and query specification to search for
health states in the past.
Leaderboards
Precious.createLeaderboard(title, type, parameters)
Precious.postToLeaderboard(title, parameters)
Precious.retreiveLeaderboard(title, query)

PRECIOUS offers a central mechanism for creating, modifying and accessing leaderboards.
This enables users to browser through scores and rankings from different apps through a
native module, where leaderboards are synchronised among all available or used apps.
Three main functions will provide access to this functionality: 
createLeaderboardwill
enable the creation of a specific leaderboard for the developer’s intended purpose (along
with a 
title and 
type
, such as sorted numeric scores). The 
postToLeaderboard
method will simplify the process of setting a user’s score, without having the need to care
about user credentials for instance. Of course, leaderboards can also be displayed within an
app using the 
retreiveLeaderboard function, which will also include a pagination
mechanism.
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Badges & Trophies
Precious.getTrophies(from, to, query)
Precious.getTrophiesFromFriends(from, to, query)
Precious.postTrophy(title, parameters)
Precious.getBadges(query)
Precious.postBadge(parameters, achievement)
Precious.removeBadge(parameters)

Similar to achievements, badges and trophies can also be centrally created from within the
sandbox and are hence accessible through a native module.
g. Native Modules
In addition to sandboxbased apps, the PRECIOUS app will provide a number of native
modules which are not modifiable by developers. The AppStream, which is already
described in this report, is one example of a native module, however, several other modules
will provide the user with possibilities to display or modify information. Please note that most
of these modules are not implemented yet, even though their respective data is already
available. Thus, the functionality as described here is planned and might change during the
final implementation phase.
Personalization 
In this module, users can change several aspects of the application in
accordance to their preferences. For instance, in terms of appearance, users can choose
among (or define) their own color themes, which will then be represented within global
stylesheets provided for developers, hence affecting sandboxbased apps as well as the
native part of the app.
Goals 
Even though goal setting apps are realised using the sandbox and are thus
represented within the app stream, users can view their set goals centrally within this
module. This includes goals potentially set for multiple behaviours.
Privacy 
In this module users can transparently track which type of data was accessed by
either sandboxbased apps or by the remote rule engine. They can furthermore grant or
deny permissions, rather than having to access them through the operating system’s tools.
Settings 
A large scale app such as PRECIOUS provides a great number of APIs and thus
needs to give the user options to alter behaviours in accordance to their liking. Within the
settings module, all these possibilities are taxatively listed. Furthermore, we plan on granting
developers access to this module in order to be able to store appspecific settings in a
central repository and hence letting users modify certain settings directly from this native
module.
Statistics & Charts 
All the different metrics upon which PRECIOUS depend will be visible
for the user in a statistics & charts module. Here, a number of diagrams can be created
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according to the user, for instance on the number of steps achieved within a chosen time
frame, number of goals reached, etc.
Journey 
All achievements within the app  also postable by sandboxapps  are visible
within a welldesigned journey view that gives the user the possibility to view their current
health level visually along with their achievements. The current plan is to design a landscape
starting from the bottom of the ocean (i.e. low levels), and then to continuously increase the
user’s level depending on their achievements until they reach e.g. space (i.e. high levels).
Timeline 
It is often interesting for users to track their all their healthrelated activities over
time. Apps like Moves33 have been very successful in providing users their activities in the
form of a diary, where they can browse through the last months and check what they were
doing at a specific point in time and to compare themselves against previous activities. In
PRECIOUS, we plan on implementing a similar timeline view, where users, independent of
which sandbox apps they utilize, can check on all healthrelated actions. This includes, in
contrast to existing solutions, not only physical activity related items such as cycling, walking
or running, but also all dimensions offered by the PRECIOUS platform, i.e. diet, stress and
sleep. In contrast to the achievements view where developerspecific achievements are
displayed, the timeline view offers a much more generic perspective on the history of the
user and gives deep insight into the last days, weeks or months.
Coins, Levels, Leaderboards & Badges A
s already described within the last Section, the
PRECIOUS API offers possibilities to create and administer gamificationrelated items. This
module thus represents the view where users can centrally check upon their current ranking
with regards to a specific game or app, review their unlocked badges and have their current
amount of activity coins and levels displayed. In contrast to available solutions, i.e. each
developer having their own leaderboards & metrics, users can here easily browse through
their successes without the need to actually open certain apps.
Friends & Family 
Users will be given the possibility to create friendships with other users
and categorize them based on this relationship, i.e. whether they are family, closefriends or
acquaintances. This module takes care of establishing, reviewing and modifying these
relationships, where they are then easily accessible through the PRECIOUS API.
Marketplace 
As PRECIOUS also plans to at least prototypically implement an ecosystem,
the marketplace module gives users the options to themselves browser through available
apps stored on the PRECIOUS servers. They can easily download and try an app, as well as
getting tailored recommendations from the marketplace depending on set goals, chosen
behaviours, and other dimensions.
Connections 
The large number of available health apps and their APIs make it potentially
possible to import already existing data into PRECIOUS. The Withings API34 for instance is a
great example where overlaps exist between PRECIOUS and other health solution
providers. This module will list all APIs that can be utilized within PRECIOUS in either
33
34

https://www.movesapp.com/
http://oauth.withings.com/api/doc
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onedirectional or bidirectional ways, which can be specified by the user. Users can manage
these connections to other servers within this module, i.e. add or revoke access.
Devices 
PRECIOUS also wants to account for the large number of appliances that are
available within the health domain, such as smart watches or bracelets. Depending on the
test scenario, users can make connections to these devices within this module, i.e. establish
bluetoothbased connections or via other technologies.
Recipes 
Given that the entire backend of PRECIOUS is rule driven, we believe it is
important for users to be able to transparently view and modify these rules. The recipes
module will take care of providing an intelligent interface for this purpose, in addition to
giving the possibility of creating additional rules for the user's’ own purpose.
h. ClientServer Communication, Security & Privacy
Similar to functionality on the backend, the client needs capabilities to both en and decrypt
messages from and to the server. On iOS for instance, we use 
CCCrypt35 from the
CommonCrypto library, a Clevel API to perform symmetric en and decryption tasks. The
data structure and padding is equivalent to the one on the server, with the first 16 bytes
belonging to the random initialization vector (IV) of the encrypted data, while the remaining
bytes represent the data itself. We make use of native APIs to first decode the
base64encoded string sent by the server. On iOS for instance, this can be done using
NSData36 .
let base64data : NSData? = NSData(base64EncodedString: base64)

It is crucial at this point to mention that all base64encoded data needs to be made URLsafe
by replacing occurrences of certain strings which are not allowed in queries. Following the
general decryption process, we transform the gathered data into an array of bytes
base64data.getBytes(&bytes, length:count * sizeof(UInt8))

and then extract, according to our padding structure, IV and data.
iv = Array(bytes[0..<16])
data = Array(bytes[16..<bytes.count])

35

https://developer.apple.com/library/mac/documentation/Security/Conceptual/cryptoservices/GeneralPurp
oseCrypto/GeneralPurposeCrypto.html
36

https://developer.apple.com/library/mac/documentation/Cocoa/Reference/Foundation/Classes/NSData_
Class/
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This data can then be passed on to decryption. Similar as within the server, we use a newly
and randomly generated IV for each message. The following function shows this process on
iOS.
func randomIV(length: Int) > NSData? {
let mutableData = NSMutableData(length: length)!
let bytes =
UnsafeMutablePointer<UInt8>(mutableData.mutableBytes)
let status = SecRandomCopyBytes(kSecRandomDefault, length,
bytes)
return status == 0 ? mutableData as NSData : nil
}

The key function here is 
SecRandomCopyBytes taken from CommonCrypto which
generates a random byte array of a specified length. In addition to message specific
encryption, we use additional security measures.
●

SSLPinning

We have currently bundled the server’s public key with the application. Upon each request,
we validate both host and key chain using a server trust policy, which is available within
most HTTP libraries. On iOS and Alamofire, this looks as follows:
let serverTrustPolicies: [String: ServerTrustPolicy] = [
"precious.entertain.univie.ac.at": .PinCertificates(
certificates: ServerTrustPolicy.certificatesInBundle(),
validateCertificateChain: true,
validateHost: true
)
]

We additionally set the HTTP headers with user key, user password and user API key to
ensure that the user is authenticated, as well as including a secret object key within the
encrypted message which gives another layer of security.
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i.

Testing
Bundled with the PRECIOUS app will be a
TouchHeatmap
framework
which
is
currently implemented on iOS. This
framework automatically tracks touches on
the user’s device and gives great insight
into areas that were utilized or not utilized
by individuals and will hence show
problems or areas that still need to be
optimized in terms of usability. Existing
solutions which address similar problems
(see for instance AppSee37 ) are very
expensive, so we have decided to code a
similar functionality in order to be able to
test the application. The functionality is as
follows: Upon initialization of the app, we
exchange implementations of several
central OSfunctions using lowlevel APIs.
The selfprovided implementations then
forward these events to the actual
functions, while generating logs on opened
views & controllers, as well as touch types
and locations. These touch heatmaps can
then be rendered and stored on the user’s
device for later analysis. An example is
shown on the left in Figure 11.

Figure 11  Touch Heatmap

5. Apps
In this Section, we will provide an overview of already implemented native modules as well
as sandboxbased apps.
a. Onboarding
Onboarding represents the user’s first interaction with the system, and we have put forward
great effort in order to make this process as fun and interesting as possible. Two minigames
have been implemented within this process in order to already show the user how
PRECIOUS will try to achieve motivation, and to create an early point of differentiation from
other applications and ecosystems. Figure 12 shows a preliminary overview of this process.
After the onboarding process is completed once, these modules are never shown again.
37

https://www.appsee.com/
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Users are then usually redirected to the App Stream in order to interact with apps, but can
also secure access to the PRECIOUS application by specifying a pattern (Android, iOS) or
using their fingerprint (iOS).

Figure 12  Onboarding
Welcome Screen A short animated screen greeting the user for the first time along with
directions to continue.
Goal Message 
The first mini game of the onboarding process. In addition to giving a
motivational message about how PRECIOUS plans to take care of achieving the user’s
goals, users can play a game by tapping on the target which is placed in the middle of the
screen. This triggers the initialization of a 3D scene where the user's goal is to shoot arrows
at a target. This is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13  Onboarding/Goal Message
3D Assets, such as the arrow or the bow, were manually created by hand. The camera in the
3D scene is placed in a way that tries to let the user see the scene from their own
perspective in addition to a minimalistic style fitting into the design of the overall onboarding
process. This game is currently only implemented on iOS and uses the native SceneKit38
API.
Game/Activity Message
The second step in the onboarding process is the second smallmini game. Again, starting
with a motivational message, the user is given the option to start the game by tapping on a
button. This triggers the start of the game, where users are instructed to follow two footsteps
without further explanation. After finishing, the users are notified that they have learned the
first waltz step. We currently experiment with this idea also in terms of including it as a
sandboxapp to learn basic dance moves, hence increasing the user’s physical activity level.

38

https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/SceneKit/Reference/SceneKit_Framework/
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Figure 14  Game/Activity Message
The game is implemented using accelerometer and gyroscope values of the phone’s
sensors.
Permissions 
As PRECIOUS requires access to a number of sensors for full functionality,
we plan on explaining every permission we require in terms of how it will help the user
achieve their goals. The general consensus among developers and current design pattern is
to obtain these permissions in the beginning, i.e. first start of the app, as users tend to
acknowledge this necessity more likely at this stage.
Registration 
In order to provide uniqueness among users and to give the possibility to
access data if a device is lost or stolen, a basic registration is required to obtain this identity.
We have chosen basic email and password as authentication properties.
Others 
Several other modules are yet to be included in the onboarding process, most
importantly some shorted questionnaires about current behaviours or user characteristics,
such as age, gender, height or weight. We are still in the process of specifying the required
variables as well as the outcome these additional modules should provide. They will be
specified in following reports.
b. GoalSetting
The goal setting app is the first prototypical implementation of a series of actionphase apps
(see next Section). In this case, it is specific to physical activity and can be accessed from
within the App Stream. Figure 15 shows the first graphic design and implementation.
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Figure 15  Goal Setting Example

The goal setting module above was implemented using BonsaiJS39, a popular graphics
library which is also bundled with the PRECIOUS app. All assets and graphics were drawn
manually using a vectordrawing application. The user can specify the number of steps to
be achieved for the following day by using a drag gesture on the mountain. Subsequently,
the height of the mountain is adjusted, while additionally the number of steps are shown to
the user. PRECIOUS will automatically try to estimate an optimum range of steps for the
user’s health, and visualize goals which are set too high by coloring the sky and fading in
dark clouds. Functionalities such as historic viewing of goals yet have to be implemented.
We currently plan on giving developers the possibility of creating specific goalsetting apps
themselves through the PRECIOUS API, and thus letting the user choose which
goalsetting app they prefer.
c. Actionphase Apps
Actionphase apps, as described in Section 4 in report 3.4, will provide further tools to help
users achieve and specify their outcome goals. We are currently in the design phase and
have initiated several usercentric design workshops to establish first iterations of these
apps. These will include for instance the importance and confidence ruler, problem solving
tools, action planning apps, dietary challenges or regular data reports which are pushed to
the user.

39

https://bonsaijs.org/
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d. Journey
As already described in Section 4.f, the journey view will give an ongoing visualization of the
user’s achievements over time. Achievements’ titles and descriptions will be accessible from
this view, as well as current and next achievable levels and user status. Figure 16 shows a
first prototype of this module.

Figure 16  Preliminary Journey Prototype
The further users progress within the app, the “higher” they get through their achievements
within their Journey. Users will start at the bottom of the ocean, indicating a lowlevel of
achievements, and will travel upwards towards space depending on their successes. In the
onboarding phase for instance, successfully hit targets or completed dance moves in the
minigames are already reflected as achievements in this view, i.e. showing immediate
progress before the registration step. The transition between water and space will take place
through several designed areas, such as an island, desert, forest, hills, mountain, sky, moon
and space & galaxies.
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e. General Purpose
Conquer the City

Figure 17  Conquer the City Screenshots
Conquer the City (CTC) is the first app which serves as a tool for behaviour change.
Residing in the area of physical activity, users can occupy buildings by circling them within a
given period of time and by not exceeding a threshold velocity. Red buildings, in the
prototype version, mark buildings which are occupied by others, while green buildings show
areas occupied by the respective user. Figure 17 shows the process of occupying a building.
CTC was implemented using the PRECIOUS API, particularly the maps and storage API.
The library retrieves map data from the PRECIOUS server and forwards them to CTC, which
renders this data using MapBoxGL JS40 . 
In this way, users can even specify the colors they
want to use for occupation for instance, or showing certain map entities in different colors.
The main effect that is hoped to be achieved is an increased level of physical activity, as
users will more and more engage in occupying areas of their interest.

40

https://www.mapbox.com/mapboxgljs/api/
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RunBuddy

Figure 18  RunBuddy Screenshots
RunBuddy was implemented using JQuery Mobile41 and is also run within the sandbox. It is
used as a behaviour change tool for physical activity where users can manage their running
tracks over time. Additionally, users can check which friends are online and invite them to a
meeting place where a potential run could begin. It hence uses the social component of
PRECIOUS to motivate people to perform increased levels of physical activity. Users can
review which tracks were run with their friends, and also find new users with whom they can
engage in running activities.
6. Conclusions
a. Summary
This report has shown the technical implementations of the PRECIOUS client application
and it’s counterpart residing on the PRECIOUS server. While the client application
represents the user tools for interacting with the system and presenting behaviour change
interventions, the PRECIOUS server takes care of coordinating these client applications in
addition to persistently storing and processing userspecific information.
The deliverable has displayed the functionality of the sandbox model, in which thirdparty
apps can be run conveniently and safely as well as the used technologies that support this
model. The sandboxmodel gives great flexibility for developers to implement their own ideas
by using the PRECIOUS client library, a bridge between native functionality and HTML5 and
Javascript based apps, which enables the easy usage of native APIs provided by the
respective operating system on which the app is running. Instead of putting developers
under the pressure to implement stateoftheart security measures, full twolayer encryption
is provided by PRECIOUS under the hood, hence enabling developers to focus on creativity
and the implementation of ideas. PRECIOUS additionally provides methodologies to store
and access gamification metrics, which can be viewed independent of applications. This
report has also given insight into apps both native and based on HTML5 which have already

41

https://jquerymobile.com/
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been implemented, such as Conquer the City or RunBuddy in order to increase levels of
physical activity.
We have also shown in detail the functionality of the PRECIOUS server, in particular the
chosen ruleengine system. The provided implementation gives great possibilities for
interaction of stakeholders of a mHealth ecosystem, where healthprofessionals can create
rules for health interventions which are applied to apps in a fully automated environment.
Even though machinelearning techniques have not been implemented yet, they provide a
natural extension to this system to further tailor app suggestions and usage patterns to the
characteristics and surroundings of the user.
We believe that the chosen technologies give great opportunities for creating a new and
innovative ecosystem, in which all relevant stakeholders are given possibilities for
interaction. The lack of such a framework in the mHealth and eHealth domain not only
underlines the importance of PRECIOUS, but also the commercial possibilities that could
arise from this project.
b. Further work & Evaluation
The report has entirely focused on the description of the stage 1 of the PRECIOUS
prototype. In Y3 of the project another prototype iteration (stage 2) will be issued, which will
be triggered by three improvement angles:
●

●

●

General improvements: 
Source code on both client and server still needs a few
iteration phases in order to improve performance and stability. We will try to perform
these steps with the aid of users in order to discover potential errors that have great
impact on usability and functionality from a user perspective.
Missing components: 
Several components, such as the actionphase apps or
certain API elements are not implemented yet and need to be addressed during the
remainder of the project. We will try to prioritize the implementation efforts which are
key for the trials and continuously add functionality until a desired stage of the app
and backend are reached.
Usercentric Design
: The user trials of WP5 are scheduled in Y3 of the project.
Thus, prototype stage 1 does not yet include any direct feedback of user testing.
Centering the stage 2 more on user needs, the insights gained in WP5 will be
important for refining and polishing the concept. The round of feedback will start with
a series of design workshops that will provide qualitative inputs to the general
direction of the prototype development (e.g. prioritise particular health activities over
others). In the next phase, quantitative statistics will help to understand “bottlenecks”
in the app design in the sense of inefficient or unclear user interfaces elements or
performance needs of the app. The third phase concentrates on validation (final end
user trials) and will not be available to the stage 2 development, but will provide
feedback to developments after the completion of the project.
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